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Abstract
Data security protection is essential for most multimedia
data transmissions today. Classical multimedia content
protection is dominated by symmetric encryption methods. This paper explores the possibility of public-key media content encryption. The key problem to the asymmetric selective encryption is formalized and defined as the
“bounded plaintext problem”. Possible solutions to this
problem are proposed. A public-key multimedia encryption model is developed and the implementation results
are provided.
Keywords: Bounded plaintext problem, EZW, public-key
encryption, selective encryption, SPIHT

1

Introduction

Today, society has an insatiable desire for multimedia
(such as video or images). The computational and bandwidth demand of multimedia can be significant. Multimedia data usually requires enormous storage and real time
computation capabilities. Consequently, efficient multimedia compression techniques are necessary. Further,
multimedia content is frequently transmitted over an insecure network [8, 37]. Many applications like military image databases, video conference, medical imaging system,
etc. require efficient and secure digital image transmissions [4, 6, 12, 13]. Encryption is the essential technology
used to provide confidentiality of the multimedia content.
One typical multimedia encryption technique is to merge
the compression and encryption methods together, a process called selective encryption [19, 25, 32, 35].
The classical multimedia encryption systems usually
utilizes symmetric encryption schemes or hybrid encryption [5, 7] schemes. The latter encrypts the symmetric
encryption key using public-key encryption schemes [33]
and then encrypts the multimedia data using symmetric
key encryption. If a public-key encryption scheme is used
to protect the multimedia data sequence, then the encryp-

tion process needs to be implemented repeatedly, because
of the capacity of a single public-key encryption. This
adds a significant computational burden on the sender,
more so for the receiver.
Using the selective encryption, a desired security can
be achieved by encrypting part of the multimedia data.
Based on Uhl’s [21, 22] analysis of JPEG2000, at least
20% of the image data need to be encrypted to achieve a
reliable security. Brahimi [2] showed in his work that 11%
of a medical image encrypted leads to a suitable PSNR
(indicating low quality). Lian [18] presented a result that
15.3% of the image data encrypted generates a poor decompressed image, which is secure for common applications. However, these plaintext sizes significantly exceed
the common plaintext sizes of the public-key encryption
(as listed in Table 1). It is accepted by most scholars [21, 22, 39] that the public-key encryption schemes
should not be used for multimedia content protection.
In networked applications of multimedia delivery, the
symmetric key is usually transmitted from the receiver to
the sender using some public-key cryptographic scheme.
Thus, at least one public-key cryptographic algorithm
must be applied, even when the multimedia content is
protected using symmetric key encryption. It would be
much more efficient if one can deliver the secured multimedia content using only one public-key encryption. Motivated by this, we explored the possibility of public-key
multimedia encryption in this paper. Here we formally
define a problem, the “bounded plaintext problem” (see
Definition 1), which will be the essential problem of using
public-key methods for multimedia encryption. We discuss a solution, as well as results from our implementation
experiments.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the bounded plaintext size problem is defined
based on public-key cryptosystems and the selective encryption for multimedia data. Section 3 discusses the solution to the bounded plaintext problem. Experimental
results are provided in Section 4. In Section 5 we provide
a conclusion.
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For example, if once we adopt 1248 bits RSA in our
multimedia data encryption, then we can support plaintext size up to 1248 bits. Throughout we will use ∆ to
represent the security level parameter.
Selective encryption (SE) [19, 25, 32, 35] has been proposed and applied to multimedia encryption by scholars
in recent years. The concept of selective encryption is to
selectively encrypt part of the multimedia data. The two
basic parts of selective encryption are the selection process Sproc and the encryption process Eproc . The Eproc
is considered to be a typical cryptographic algorithm encrypting the plaintext M , where M is a subset of the
multimedia sequence Seq. For example, in [24], a certain
bitplane of the image sequence is selected to encrypt, the
subset M , in this case, is the selected bitplane from all
bitplanes.
It was shown by Hellman [10] that compressing data
before encrypting it, increases security in the sense that
more ciphertext will be needed to determine the encryption key than if the data had been encrypted directly. To
improve the encryption efficiency, the selective encryption
is usually performed in some transformed signal domain
and integrated within the compression process. For example, [25, 40] implemented the encryption in the frequency
domain, [19, 35, 38] integrated the selective encryption
with compression techniques. In our previous work[28],
only the beginning part of the compressed image sequence
is encrypted to increase the encryption efficiency.
An efficient selective encryption is a selective encryption scheme:

Common public-key cryptosystems include: RSA, ElGamal, Elliptic Curve El Gamal, etc. In a public-key
cryptosystem there are two keys, a public key and a secret
key. The two keys are mathematically related, but it is
“computationally infeasible” to determine the secret key
from the public-key [33]. The “feasibility” is related to a
computationally “hard” problem. Many of the public-key
cryptosystems are related to one of three hard problems:
the integer factoring problem, the discrete-log problem
and the elliptic curve discrete log problem.
Typically the security of a secure cryptosystem is based
on a time period. That is, if there is no known attack on
a cryptosystem, then the only remaining attack is some
type of key search (such as a factoring algorithms, PohligHellman, etc.). Such algorithms tend to run in exponential time and are useful when they are able to run for
sufficient amount of time or when the key is small. There
has been several studies concerning public-key cryptosystems and the appropriate keysize for a given time period [9, 11, 14, 16].
A parameter that determines the security of a secure
public-key cryptosystem is typically a fixed year, such
that the time difference between the end of the fixed year
and the current date provides a duration for a key search
algorithm to determine the key. Thus, once one fixes a
year, then a lower bound on the key size is provided.
We refer to a secure plaintext size as the “bound”
on the plaintext size for keys secured until a given year.
SE = (Sproc , Eproc , ∆, Comp)
(1)
The secure plaintext size for these three problems, for the
year 2015, is given in Table 1. Here, the problems have
been analyzed with several analysis approaches such as where selection process Sproc is accomplished in some domain Dm (multimedia compressed sequence), after using
Lenstra [16], etc.
compression technique Comp(·), such that the most inforTable 1: Plaintext length (bits) of public-key encryption mative part of the original data is selected and encrypted
generating a required security level ∆. Here, Eproc is the
secured for the year of 2015
encryption process, Mse is the plaintext space and Cse is
Analysis
Factoring
Discrete
Elliptic Curve
the cyphertext space.
Approach
Logarithm
Logarithm
As noted earlier, in a selective encryption scheme the
Lenstra [16]
1248
1613
154
encryption scheme used will be selected to satisfy the seLenstra [14]
curity parameter ∆.
Updated
1350
1245
156
However, to evaluate the security of the selectively enECRYPT II [11]
1248
1248
160
NIST [1]
2048
2048
224
crypted data sequence (ciphertext), the whole sequence
ANSSI [9]
2048
2048
200
needs to be evaluated. We recognize that part of the sequence remains in the clear, so one cannot claim the data
The “hardness of a problem” is often measured against sequence is secure at a level of ∆. One will have to exthe problem (input) size. For example RSA is related plicitly design the selection process Sproc and evaluate the
to the integer factoring problem. Currently, factoring a security of the resulting data sequence accordingly.
1248 bit composite integer is considered infeasible. ConWhen we use the term a secure selective encryption
sequently a secure plaintext length for RSA is approxi- scheme, we mean that the entire multimedia data semately 1248 bits. In general, for a given public-key cryp- quence, which includes the selectively encrypted data as
tosystem, if one fixes the parameter(s) to a security level well as the data that has not been encrypted, is secure
for the underlying hard problem, then one has bounded against the known selective encryption attacks.
the plaintext size to the given level1 .
For example, Comp = JPEG 2000, Sproc =first 20 %
1 By security level, we are referring to a period of time or year, of the multimedia compressed sequence and Eproc =128
for which the secret key is secure against any known attacks.
bit AES. The key size 128 for symmetric key is secure
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according to [9] until year 2090, so security parameter implemented both EZW and SPIHT compressions in our
∆ = year 2090.
pilot encryption/decryption system.
Definition 1. Bounded Plaintext Problem: (E, ∆)
Given a public-key encryption algorithm E and a desired
security level ∆, the plaintext size is bounded in bit length.
For these fixed parameters, does there exist a secure selective encryption scheme SE = (Sproc , Eproc , ∆, Comp)
in which the encryption process Eproc is the public-key
encryption algorithm E that is applied exactly once.
For example, if one is given Eproc = RSA and security parameter ∆ = year 2015, then the plaintext size is
limited to 1248 bits according to [16]. Thus one can only
encrypt 1248 bits of the image. We have seen, via literature, that the compression scheme JPEG 2000 requires
a substantial percentage of the image to be encrypted
[21, 22]. Thus for (E, ∆)=(RSA,2015), if there exists a
secure selective encryption scheme then the compression
scheme cannot be JPEG 2000.
The essential task to solve the bounded plaintext problem is to determine the compression scheme Comp(·),
which generates very high information rate [23] in a small
locality, where the remaining data is provides significantly
less information and then determine Sproc .

3
3.1

Figure 1: Decompression quality change through the
whole bitstream

Solving The Bounded Plaintext
Problem
Rate-scalable Wavelet Compression

Figure 2: Decompression quality change within the first
A rate scalable compression [28, 31] technique allows 2048 bytes
compressing the multimedia data once and decompressing it at multiple data rates or quality. The user can
stop the decompression process at any point of the com- 3.2 Testing Rate-scalable Wavelet Compressed bitstream. A higher bit rate or bandwidth leads
pression as a Solution to Bounded
to a better decompression quality. There are several
Plaintext Problem
rate-scalable compression techniques, such as Embedded
Zero tree Wavelet (EZW), Set Partitioning In Hierarchi- 3.2.1 Information Intensity Test
cal Trees (SPIHT) and JPEG2000 [17]. EZW and SPIHT
compressions are typical implementations of the initial It is well know that the decompression quality increases
rate scalable theory. Given a rate scalable compressed by increasing decompression bitstream length. To test
multimedia sequence, the more bitstream the user can the information rate of the compressed bitstream, we sucdecompress, the higher quality the user can achieve. The cessively increased the length of the selection of the bitrate scalable compression process guarantees the user al- stream and feed that into the decoder. The decoded image
ways get the “best” representation of the multimedia data quality is calculated and plotted. As shown in Figure 1,
with limited resources or computing capability. Typical Figure 2, three different images are tested, the decomrate scalable compression techniques are developed based pression quality is gradually increased by increasing the
on wavelet transform of the original data. The compres- decoding bitstream length. However, the decompression
sion is performed to reduce the data dependency within quality is not increased in a constant speed. Figure 2 is
the wavelet transformed frequency domain. As the inher- a concentrated version of Figure. 1. The decompression
ent multi-resolution [27, 30] characteristic of the wavelet quality is increased greatly by only decoding the first 2048
transform, the compression process is implemented from bytes of the whole bitstream and the decompression qualthe most significant element to the least significant el- ity increases at a much higher speed when the decoding
ement successively. It is reasonable to expect that the bitstream length is small. Therefore, it is possible to find
information rate is much higher at the beginning part of a small part of the entire bitstream representing the most
the compressed sequences. We first performed the infor- significant information of the entire image. Our hypothemation rate test by using the EZW compression and then sis was proven to be practical.
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The experimental result also confirms the character- Table 2: Absolute correlation value between the selected
istics of wavelet compression in terms of applying such bitstream and other bitstreams
compression technique in this setting. Usually, the low
image largest absolute average absolute
frequency coefficients of the image are compressed first
correlation
correlation
and the marked as the most important elements. The
lena
2.539
0.8128
decoder can retrieve the background color of the image
girls
3.0535
0.8054
first and retrieve the detailed image features successively
in the decoding process. The information rate at the bebike
3.0735
0.77
ginning part of the compressed bitstream is much higher
than the other parts.
are uncorrelated” serves as the null hypothesis H0 , and
the alternative hypothesis, “the two sequences are correHowever, it is still too early to argue that hiding the initial lated” is denoted by H1 .
part of the bitstream will secure all the useful information
The correlation between the target sequence X and the
of the image, if it is possible to recover the beginning part other 250 sampled sequences generated from the data in
by any other correlated bitstream. Our next experiment clear were tested. Among the 750 correlation values for
tested the correlation between a selected bit sequence at the three testing images, the largest correlation value is
the initial part and a later part of the compressed se- 3.07 in absolute value, 747 out of the 750 absolute corquence.
relation values are lower than 2.5758. According to the
The first 224 bits (excluding the header part) of the standard normal distribution N (0, 1) [36], with the sigcompressed sequence is selected as a target sequence ac- nificance level α = 0.005, we will rarely reject the null
cording to the public-key plaintext size in the Table. 1. hypothesis, i.e. rejecting that the two tested sequences
To fully test the correlation between the target sequence are uncorrelated. Thus, one can be very confident that
and all the other bit sequences within the bitstream, we the high information sequence is not correlated with the
sampled through the entire bitstream uniformly and gen- sequence generated from the data in the clear.
erated 250 sequences with same bit length as the selected
targeted sequence. The correlation test was performed for
Table 3: Plaintext length and decompression image qualthree 512×512 grayscale images, “lena.pgm”, “girls.pgm”
ity of EZW sequences
and “bike.pgm”. The goal of the correlation test is to
check the relationship between two bit sequences in bit image
size
plaintext length (bytes) PSNR
length n, denoted as bitstream X and bitstream Y .
512 × 512
16
7.79
In our experiment, we noticed that the general statis- lena
lena
512
×
512
16
7.77
tical correlation calculation
lena
512
×
512
16
8.24
Pn
(x
−
x̄)(y
−
ȳ)
i
i
Pn
(2)
rxy = Pn i=1
2
2
i=1 (xi − x̄)
i=1 (yi − ȳ)
3.2.2

Correlation Test

was not a good fit here because the samples xi and yi
can only take on value “0” or “1” in a bitstream. Thus
different bitstream pairs with different patterns but same
hamming weights will generate same correlation values.
Consequently, we adopted the correlation coefficient CXY
test designed for bit sequences as described by Menezes
et. al. in [20]. For X = x1 , . . . xn and Y = y1 , . . . , yn ,
CXY is defined as
CXY =

2(A(X, Y ) − n2 )
√
,
n

where
A(X, Y ) =

n
X
i=1

(xi ⊕ yi ).

(3)

3.2.3

Decompression Quality Test

We then tested the decompressed image quality. We applied the decompression process to a sequence consisting
of the image bitstream but where a small part of the initial bitstream is scrambled. As shown in Table 3, if a
small part of the sequence is corrupted then this could
cause severe intelligibility loss.

From the above experiments, we discovered that the
rate scalable compression technique, such as EZW, generates a bitstream with decreasing information rate. In fact,
(4) the SPIHT compression technique, which is not discussed
in this section, has proven to have the same characteristic.

Here A(X, Y ) represents the Hamming distance
P between
X and Y , ⊕ denotes the XOR operator and
denotes
the summing of bits which differ between X and Y .
The correlation test result CXY approximately follows
a Normal N (0, 1) distribution when n ≥ 10 [20]. A twosided test is applied. The hypothesis, “the two sequence

It is included in the implementation results. The information rate is highest at the initial part of the bitstream. A small part of the bitstream lost or ruined in
this part destroys the decompression process and the lost
part cannot be recovered by any of the remaining bits of
the bitstream.
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Using Public-key Cryptosystems in a Algorithm 2 Decryption process of the public-key selective encryption
Selective Encryption Scheme

The encryption and decryption process of our publickey selective encryption model can be represented by
(E, D, Ksk , Kpk , M, C) with the secret key space Ksk and
public key space Kpk . E is the encryption algorithm of
selective encryption SE we defined in Equation (1). D
is the compression output sequence of the compression
technique Comp defined in Equation (1). The plaintext
M is one plaintext of the plaintext space Mse defined
in Equation (1) and ∆ is the required security level. Let
n denote the plaintext bound in bits and h denote the
number of bits of the parameters within the header that
need to be encrypted. The procedures of encryption and
decryption are described in Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2,
respectively.
Algorithm 1 Encryption process of the public-key selective encryption
Public key encryption: (E, D, Ksk , Kpk , M, C)
user: public key pk
Security parameter: ∆ which implies n bit plaintext
bound
input: Image I
1: D = Comp(I)
2: H = header of I and h bits of H need to be secured
3: For bit b ∈ D ∪ H,

 1 b ∈ H and b needs to be secured
1 b ∈ D and b is among first n − h bits
Sproc (b) =

0 otherwise

Public key encryption: (E, D, Ks , Kp , M, C)
user: secret key sk
Security parameter: ∆ which implies n bit plaintext
bound
input: ciphertext o
1: Let c= first n bits of o and let r = remaining bits of
o
2: Let m = Decsk (c)
3: Map m ∈ M to a bit sequence b
4: Let h be the first h bits of b and let w denote the
remaining bits
5: Insert h and w into r in the appropriate places, the
result is v. This step is defined by Sproc
6: Let T = Decompress(v)
7: Return image T

The scalar multiple of a fixed point P of E is the necessary cryptographic applications. That is, k is a positive
integer 0 < k < q and the scalar multiple kP (which is
P + P + · · · P ) is the essential calculation.
To achieve elliptic curve encryption one can use Elliptic
Curve El Gamal [34]. If k is the user’s secret key then
kP is the public key. In order to encrypt the message W
(which is an elliptic curve point), the sender gets the user
public key kP , they select r randomly, where 0 < r < q.
They then compute
C1 = rP and C2 = W + r(kP ).

They then send (C1 , C2 ) to the user. The user can decrypt
Let b = (b11 , . . . , bin ) where Sproc (bij ) = 1.
(C1 , C2 ) and can recover W by calculating
Map b to mb ∈ M
Let r denote the set (ν1 , . . . νt ), νi ∈ D ∪ H which
W = C2 − kC1 .
Sproc (νi ) = 0.
7: Let o = (Epk (mb )||r)
According to Table 1, 224 bits plaintext size should be
8: Return the selective encryption ciphertext o
secure for elliptic curve encryption today. So q is approximately 224 bits in size. Thus elements in F are bounded
by
224 bits. Though the message M ∈ E ⊂ F × F, is a
The public-key encryption algorithm we applied our
point
, with approximately 448 bits. Because M satisfies
work to is elliptic curve cryptography, which is well recogEquation
(5), the y-coordinate of the point has very little
nized as a bandwidth friendly type of public-key encrypentropy
(approximately
one bit). Thus for this setting,
tion. To form a general solution of the bounded plaintext
the
bounded
plaintext
problem
is such that the plaintext
problem, we select a public-key algorithm (elliptic curve
is
bounded
by
224
bits.
Concerning
the conversion of the
encryption) with relatively small plaintext size.
image
sequence
b
to
a
point
W
.
It
is
not trivial to map a
Elliptic curve cryptography is defined over some finite
bit-sequence
to
a
point
in
an
elliptic
curve. Work in [15]
field F. For ai ∈ F for i = 1, ...5, the elliptic curve E is a
and
[34]
show
how
such
a
mapping
can
be performed. The
set of all points in F × F, which satisfy an equation of the
details
of
this
mapping
is
outside
the
scope
of this paper.
form
4:
5:
6:

y 2 + a1 xy + a2 y = x3 + a3 x2 + a4 x + a5 ,

(5)

4

Analysis of the Implementation
Results

as well as the point of infinity O.
There is a natural addition defined over E and so that
E forms a finite additive abelian group, and the curve is Our analysis shows that it is difficult to retrieve any inforselected so that a large prime q divides the group order mation from the compressed sequences with only a small
part of the multimedia data sequence encrypted. Thus
of E.
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the bounded plaintext problem can be solved by utiliz- Table 4: Plaintext selection of EZW and SPIHT seing a wavelet rate-scalable compression technique, such quences
as EZW and SPIHT. The public-key multimedia encrypPlaintext reconstruction
Bit location
tion can be achieved by selectively encrypting a small imEZW
image
mean
within
the
header
56 - 63
portant part of the multimedia data sequence. Here, the
EZW
initial
threshold
value
64 - 71
encryption process Eproc can be elliptic curve public-key
EZW
package
data
72
- 279
encryption. The plaintext, in our work is bounded in 224
SPIHT
DC
component
within
the
header
105
- 112
bits in order to utilize a elliptic curve public-key encrypSPIHT
package
data
113
- 328
tion secured for 2015.
To select the “most important part” from the multimedia sequence generated by compression Comp(·), the
image sequence is first analyzed by per element.

Figure 4: Proposed asymmetric encryption
model-encryption process

Figure 3: Image mean value distribution map of the
USC test set
Usually there are two parts of a compression sequence,
the general encoding settings (the header part) and the
data part. For the header part, coding parameters such as
compression rate, input output image dimensions, quality requirement and package indicators are not considered
as necessary elements to be kept private, so no need to
encrypt.
However, some important parameters related with image content or unique image identification information are
necessary to be protected or tested to see if they should
be protected.
For example, the initial threshold value and the mean
value of the image in the EZW compression should be
encrypted. The DC component of the wavelet transform
in SPIHT compression should also be encrypted. The
encoding threshold or DC component is considered as a
necessary element because it is determined by both the
original image features and the wavelet transform. Leaving the image mean value in the clear may result in leaking important information such as the background color
or image shooting time. As shown in Figure. 3, it is natural to expect most images have the mean value near the
middle point of the entire gray level, which is 128. However, an image with very dark or white background laying
on the side parts of the map will leak information easily.
Both EZW and SPIHT compression techniques were
implemented in our experiments. To satisfy the bounded
plaintext requirement for the elliptic curve public-key encryption, 224 bits are selected from each rate scalable
compression sequence. As listed in Table 4, for the EZW
compression, the initial threshold, image mean value and

Figure 5: Proposed asymmetric encryption
model-decryption process
Table 5:
streams

Data replacement attack of encrypted bit

PSNR
Inserting zeros
Inserting ones
Shifting over
Inserting
another bit-stream

Bike

Girls

Lena

10.6713
7.8563
10.3656

9.6280
14.8034
14.8034

11.8726
13.4597
14.3145

9.6015

14.8034

12.0017

the followed sequence data are selected to form 224 bits
plaintext. 55 bits header information are skipped. For
the SPIHT compression, all the header information except the DC component are skipped. The plaintext starts
at the 105th bit. The reference EZW compression codec
used in our experiment was developed by video and image
processing laboratory at Purdue University [3, 26, 28, 29].
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Table 6: Encryption data ratio compared with other existing methods
Image

Encryption
data ratio

Plaintext
length (byte)

PSNR of
decompressed image

Number of
ECC encryption

angiogram 512 × 512
lena 512 × 512
lena 128 × 128
village 512 × 512
boat 256 × 256
radiological 256 × 256
bike 512 × 512
barbara 512 × 512
lena 512 × 512
girls 512 × 512
bike 512 × 512

20%
20%
13.4%
16.8%
10.8%
11.6%
0.1%
0.1%
0.09%
0.09%
0.09%

6554
6554
274
5505
885
954
32
32
28
28
28

9.90
9.77
N/A
N/A
N/A
7.47
9.482
14.083
5.06
7.34
2.14

234
234
10
197
32
34
1.14
1.14
1
1
1

Method
Uhl[22, 21]
Uhl[22, 21]
Lian[18]
Lian[18]
Lian[18]
Brahimi[2]
Salama[28]
Salama[28]
Proposed Method
Proposed Method
Proposed Method

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6: Decrypted images of EZW (middle) and
SPIHT (right) sequences with and without a correct
secret key (a)“lena” (b)“bike” (c)“girl”

The reference SPIHT compression codec used is developed
by René Puchinger.
The compression bit rate is 1 bit per pixel for both
EZW and SPIHT compression.
As shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5, the encryption
process of our asymmetric encryption model reads and
compresses one original image. The sequence analysis is
performed in the compression process. Essential elements
(h bits) within the header and the first 224−h bits within
the data sequence are marked and then encrypted by the
elliptic curve public-key encryption.
The decryption process reads the encrypted sequence
and performs the sequence analysis to decide the plaintext

location. The public-key decryption algorithm is then
performed to recover the plaintext and merge it into the
compression sequence. The decompression process generates a desired image or a severely destroyed image if
the public-key decryption is not performed by a correct
secret key. As listed in Figure 6, the decryption output
images without a correct secret key represents no useful
information at all.
To confirm the encrypted sequences provide security
with a small plaintext length, the data replacement attack
is tested also.
We assume the eavesdropper obtained an encrypted sequence with a small cyphertext, they can apply the data
replacement [24] attacks to it by simply inserting constant
bits or other sequence data. We performed several typical data replacement such as inserting zero, inserting one,
shifting over and inserting another bitstream to the encrypted sequence. Table 5 illustrates the decompression
image quality of these data replacement. The plaintext
length is 224 bits, image size is 512 × 512, “bike”, “girls”
and “lena” testing images were tested. The poor decompression quality proved again that the encrypted part of
the bitstream represented most important information of
the image. Simple data replacements does not reveal any
information.
To compare our proposed method with all the existing methods, the encryption parameters are listed in Table 6. Different images are selectively encrypted by different methods to be transmitted securely. The extremely
poor reconstruction quality indicated that a satisfied security level can be achieved by encrypting by different
data ratios. (Notice that, poor reconstruction quality can
be shown by low PSNR or visually illustrated as well. The
“N/A” in Table 6 means the reconstruction quality was
visually illustrated but no PSNR values were measured.)
The plaintext sizes are calculated by assuming all the images are compressed to one bit per pixel. Notice that
the smaller size images require much lower plaintext size
using same method. For the images in same size, our previous work [28] and this proposed method achieved good
security by using much lower plaintext sizes. To apply
common public-key encryption algorithms, such as elliptic
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curves encryption, our proposed method is the only one
that enables public-key media content encryption without
encrypting the original data repeatedly.
Common traditional media content encryption [2, 18,
21, 22, 28], simply selecting part of (for example, 20%) the
original media content, are not designed to cooperate with
asymmetric encryption. The plaintext size dramatically
increases as the original image size increases. Targeting
at finding only the essential part of the original image
content,
Here we have formalized the key problem to asymmetric media content encryption and have solved it for
the first time, which makes asymmetric media encryption
practical.

5

Conclusion

As far as we know, this paper is the first paper that advocates using selective multimedia encryption with a publickey encryption scheme.
All other work in the selected encryption area have
advocated to use symmetric encryption or some hybrid
approach (use of public-key and symmetric key cryptosystems).
The key problem to asymmetric media content encryption has been formally defined and analyzed. Solutions to
this problem have been proposed. The encryption security was tested by multiple methods such as image quality
test, sequence correlation test and cryptographic security
analysis. The public-key selective multimedia encryption
model was proposed based on elliptic curve public-key
encryption and two rate scalable compression techniques.
Experimental results confirmed a successful implementation of a secured public-key selective multimedia encryption.
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